Hello

We are Pro Display, an award winning British manufacturer specialising in innovative display solutions. Established over 10 years ago, our unique range of products has been specified on projects for some of the world’s leading brands.
GLOBAL VISION

Our products are designed to advertise, inform or entertain and have been used for a wide array of applications in over 100 countries worldwide. Join our global reseller network today and open your mind to the possibilities.
SEEING IS

The applications for
Bars & Clubs | Corporate | Education | Hospitality | Live Events | Museums | Places of Worship

BELIEVING

our products are endless...
Public | Residential | Retail | Sports Facilities | Transport | TV & Broadcast | Visitor Attractions
Our next generation Switchable Glass is the ultimate product for privacy or visual display. The technology works on an electrical principle transforming from frosted to clear at the flick of a switch. Pro Display Switchable Glass supports HD projection in frosted (high contrast) or transparent (holographic) modes. There's no need to worry if your glass is already in place, our self-adhesive Switchable Film offers the perfect solution for retro-fit installations.
REAR PROJECTION

Pro Display’s rear projection screens offer unsurpassed brightness, contrast and viewing angles making us the number one choice worldwide. The product range includes film, glass and acrylic screens using our unique diffusion and optical screen technologies. Our optical screens were designed for specialist applications and are the ideal choice for ultra short throw projection and edge blending.
HOLOGRAPHIC

Why not wow your client with our holographic rear projection screens. Available as a film, glass or acrylic, holographic technology is a popular choice for museums, live events and product launches to name just a few examples. Holographic screens are guaranteed to catch attention with their contemporary design creating an image which appears to float in mid-air!

hello@prodisplay.com
SUN READABLE

Sunscreen is the world’s only sun readable rear projection technology. Available as a film, glass or acrylic this unique screen incorporates a special light deflecting filter making it the only choice for applications in direct sunlight. Sunscreen outperforms all competing projection technology.
DUAL IMAGE

360 Dual Image screens are the screen of choice for projects where the display needs to be seen clearly from both sides at the same time. This screen is the only true 360 degree projection technology and is available as a film, glass or acrylic.
Pro Display’s unique range of front projection screens are designed to excel in brightly-lit environments. Available in rigid screen or film formats our front projection technologies are the ideal choice for applications in high ambient light offering superior performance over conventional projection screens.
INTERACTIVE FOIL

Interactive Foils transform any window into a through-glass touch screen. The foils can be combined with either our rear projection films or any LCD / LED display and come complete with a self-adhesive layer making installation simple. Dual and multi-touch versions are available.
INTERACTIVE FRAME

Our unique Interactive Frames offer a true multi-touch experience transforming any screen or surface into an interactive display. Whether it’s an existing video wall or table, Interactive Frames are the perfect choice. Retro-fit kits are available with 6 or 10 point touch.
Our Mirrorvision solutions use an advanced optical glass which transforms any display into a mirror when turned off. They are manufactured in a number of options ideal for both commercial and residential projects. Custom Mirrorvision overlays are also available for bespoke applications.
Our extensive range of LED screens come in a number of pixel pitch options for indoor and outdoor applications. They are manufactured in modular format meaning there is no limit to the screen size you can create. Pro Display also specialise in LED perimeter advertising systems for sports stadiums and arenas.
SOUNDPOD

Soundpod’s can be used to transform almost any surface into an audio speaker. Surfaces include glass, wood or plasterboard walls offering the ultimate invisible sound source. Soundpod technology is also incorporated in our range of Art Speakers which integrate perfectly with modern or traditional interiors.
THANK YOU

prodisplay.com
facebook.com/prodisplay
twitter.com/pro_display
plus.google.com/+prodisplayuk
vimeo.com/prodisplay
youtube.com/prodisplayscreens